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Small Animal Surgery Secrets - Joseph Harari
2004
Focused and concise, yet comprehensive in
scope, this text provides essential, practical
information for solving surgical problems
commonly encountered on rounds, in clinical
situations, and in surgery. In more than 100
chapters, the expert contributors propose key
questions and provide answers to solve these
situations that confront practicing small animal
veterinarians every day. The text begins with
general concepts of surgery, including
anesthesia, minimally invasive surgery, and
wound management, followed by sections
devoted to soft tissue, orthopedic, neurologic,
oncologic, and oral surgery written by a diverse
group of expert contributors from academic,
private, and industrial practice. Concise answers
with valuable pearls, tips, memory aids, and
"secrets" 105 succinct chapters in surgery by
nationally recognized experts Bulleted lists and
tables for quick review Thorough, highly
detailed index
Veterinary Surgery - Karen M. Tobias 2012
Reptile Medicine and Surgery - E-Book Stephen J. Divers 2005-12-13
This outstanding clinical reference provides
valuable insights into solving clinical dilemmas,
formulating diagnoses, developing therapeutic
plans, and verifying drug dosages for both

reptiles and amphibians. The information is
outlined in an easy-to-use format for quick
access that is essential for emergency and
clinical situations. Discusses veterinary medicine
and surgery for both reptiles and amphibians
Features complete biology of snakes, lizards,
turtles, and crocodilians Provides step-by-step
guidelines for performing special techniques and
procedures such as anesthesia, clinical
pathology, diagnostic imaging, euthanasia and
necropsy, fracture management, soft tissue
surgery, and therapeutics Covers specific
diseases and conditions such as anorexia, aural
abscesses, and digit abnormalities in a separate
alphabetically organized section 53 expert
authors contribute crucial information to the
study of reptiles and offer their unique
perspectives on particular areas of study The
expansive appendix includes a reptile and
amphibian formulary A new full-color format
features a wealth of vivid images and features
that highlight important concepts and bring key
procedures to life 29 new chapters covering
diverse topics such as stress in captive reptiles,
emergency and critical care, ultrasound,
endoscopy, and working with venomous species
Many new expert contributors that share
valuable knowledge and insights from their
experiences in practicing reptile medicine and
surgery Unique coverage of cutting-edge
imaging techniques, including CT and MRI
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Veterinary Surgery: Small Animal Expert
Consult - Spencer A. Johnston 2017-06-29
Focus on the "how" and "why" of
medical/surgical conditions - the critical issues
that lead to successful outcomes for your
patients - with Veterinary Surgery: Small
Animal, Second Edition. This two-volume fullcolor resource offers an authoritative,
comprehensive review of disease processes, a
thorough evaluation of basic clinical science
information, and in-depth discussion of advanced
surgeries. With an updated Expert Consult
website you can access anytime and detailed
coverage of surgical procedures, it is the
definitive reference for surgical specialists,
practicing veterinarians, and residents. Expert
Consult website offers access to the entire text
online, plus references linked to original
abstracts on PubMed. Comprehensive coverage
includes surgical biology, surgical methods and
perioperative care, neurosurgery, and
orthopedics in Volume One, and all soft tissue
surgery organized by body system in Volume
Two. Extensive references to published studies
available on Expert Consult show the factual
basis for the material. Strong blend of clinical
and basic science information facilitates a clear
understanding of clinical issues surrounding
operative situations. Highly recognized
contributing authors create chapters from their
own experience and knowledge base, providing
the most authoritative, current information
available. Coverage of anatomy, physiology, and
pathophysiology in chapters on specific organs
includes information critical to operative
procedures and patient management. In-depth
chapters on anesthesia, surgical oncology,
tumors of the spine, and musculoskeletal
neoplasia provide valuable resources for
practicing surgeons, especially in the area of
cancer treatment. Preoperative considerations
and surgical implications for surgical procedures
help surgeons make decisions about treatment
approaches. NEW and UPDATED! Expert
Consult website with print text plus complete
online access to the book's contents, so you can
use it anytime - anywhere. EXPANDED!
Coverage of interventional radiology techniques
in Volume Two (soft tissue volume) to provide
cutting-edge information on contemporary
imaging modalities that gain access to different

structures of the patient's body for diagnostic
and therapeutic reasons. NEW and UPDATED!
Expanded coverage of coaptation devices and
small animal prosthetics clearly explains how
they are used in a variety of clinical situations.
EXPANDED! Principles of minimally invasive
plate treatment added to Volume One
(orthopedic volume) to show how these
advancements maximize healing and protect the
patient while meeting the surgeon's goals in
using fracture fixation.
Small Animal Soft Tissue Surgery - Eric
Monnet 2013-01-04
Small Animal Soft Tissue Surgery Small Animal
Soft Tissue Surgery is a comprehensive, in-depth
resource for well-referenced, current
information on small animal soft tissue surgery.
Offering detailed surgical techniques in a wellillustrated, easy-to-follow format, the book
covers the full range of surgically treated
diseases and syndromes, with video clips and
slideshows to demonstrate surgical procedures
on an accompanying website. Chapters are
written by the leading experts in surgery,
internal medicine, radiology, and critical care,
presenting information based on a review of the
most recent literature. Divided into chapters by
body system, each section begins with a brief
review of the anatomy and physiology, with
pathophysiology, diagnosis, treatment, and
prognosis described in detail. Original
illustrations and clinical photographs accompany
the description of surgical techniques, and an
evidence-based approach is incorporated
throughout. Small Animal Soft Tissue Surgery is
an essential reference for small animal surgeons,
residents, and practitioners performing soft
tissue surgery. KEY FEATURES Offers a
detailed, evidence-based reference entirely
focused on small animal soft tissue surgery
Relies on the very latest literature to present the
current state of the art Draws on information
from surgery, internal medicine, radiology, and
critical care, with contributions from experts in
each area Provides detailed surgical techniques
with specially commissioned, high quality line
drawings Includes a website with video clips and
slideshows demonstrating soft tissue
procedures.
Fundamentals of Small Animal Surgery - Fred
Anthony Mann 2011-11-28
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Fundamentals of Small Animal Surgery offers a
thoroughintroduction to the surgical principles
essential to goodveterinary practice. With many
high-quality pencil drawingsand clinical
photographs to complement the detailed
descriptions,the book is a useful resource for
building basic surgeryskills. Fundamentals of
Small Animal Surgery isdesigned to provide a
grounding in the foundations of
veterinarysurgical practice and an
understanding of the practical applicationof
surgical techniques. Covering topics ranging
from assessment and surgical packpreparation
to aseptic technique and postoperative pain
management,the book is a valuable reference for
surgical procedure training inveterinary or
veterinary technician schools, and serves as
arefresher for veterinarians and technicians in
practice.
Current Techniques in Small Animal Surgery M. Joseph Bojrab 2014-10-24
Current Techniques in Small Animal Surgery,
Fifth Edition provides current information
regarding surgical techniques from the
perspective of clinicians who are performing
specific procedures on a regular basis. It is
intended to be concise, well illustrated, and
reflective of the writer's experience, both good
and bad. The emphasis with this volume
Feline Soft Tissue and General Surgery EBook - Sorrel J Langley-Hobbs 2013-10-01
Provides a comprehensive, detailed and up-todate summary of all available information on all
aspects of feline general and oncological
surgery. Gives detailed practical information on
how to operate on cats with medical conditions,
internal disease and neoplasia. Gives access to
website showing videoclips of key surgical
procedures. International author team offers
worldwide expertise and appeal. Lavish fullcolour line drawings and photographs
throughout.
Ferrets, Rabbits and Rodents - E-Book Katherine Quesenberry 2011-05-12
A concise guide to the care of small mammals,
Ferrets, Rabbits, and Rodents: Clinical Medicine
and Surgery covers the conditions seen most
often in veterinary practice. The book
emphasizes preventive medicine along with
topics including disease management,
ophthalmology, dentistry, and zoonosis. More

than 400 illustrations demonstrate key concepts
related to radiographic interpretation, relevant
anatomy, and diagnostic, surgical, and
therapeutic techniques. Now in full color, this
edition adds coverage of more surgical
procedures and expands coverage of zoonotic
disease. From editors Katherine Quesenberry
and James W. Carpenter, along with a team of
expert contributors, the "Pink Book" provides an
authoritative, single source of information that is
hard to find elsewhere. A logical organization
makes it quick and easy to find important
information, with each section devoted to a
single animal and chapters within each section
organized by body system. Over 400
photographs and illustrations highlight key
concepts such as radiographic interpretation
and the main points of diagnostic, surgical, and
therapeutic techniques. A chapter on
ophthalmology provides hard-to-find information
on eye care for ferrets, rabbits, rodents, and
other small mammals. Coverage of preventive
medicine includes basic biology, husbandry, and
routine care of the healthy animal. The drug
formulary supplies dosage instructions for
ferrets, rabbits, guinea pigs, chinchillas,
hamsters, rats/mice, prairie dogs, hedgehogs,
and sugar gliders. Chapter outlines offer at-aglance overviews of the contents of each
chapter. Handy tables and charts make it easy to
find key information. Expanded Zoonotic
Diseases chapter adds more depth along with
the latest information on the rising potential for
disease transmission to humans as exotic pets
become more popular. Additional surgical
procedures for each species are included, some
with step-by-step instructions accompanied by
color photographs and line drawings. Full-color
images show the sometimes minute structures of
these small animals and make accurate
diagnoses easier, especially for
lymphoproliferative diseases of rabbits,
endoscopy, cytology, and hematology.
Small Animal Orthopedics, Rheumatology and
Musculoskeletal Disorders - Daniel Lewis
2014-06-22
The practice of small animal orthopedics has
advanced considerably in the 15 years since the
publication of the first edition of Self-Assessment
Color Review of Small Animal Orthopedics.
Diagnostic procedures, instrumentation, implant
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systems, and surgical techniques have evolved
and progressed considerably. This second
edition of a trusted text keeps pace with the
rapidly expanding practice of small animal
orthopedics while embracing the developing
fields of canine sports medicine and
rehabilitative medicine. The newly titled Small
Animal Orthopedics, Rheumatology and
Musculoskeletal Disorders: Self-Assessment
Color Review, 2nd Edition is designed to
facilitate active learning through a new selection
of clinical case scenarios along with integrated
questions and answers that help readers develop
sound decision-making skills. This illustrative,
self-directed educational tool disseminates
essential information to veterinary students,
interns, and residents in training as well as small
animal practitioners with specific interests in
orthopedics, canine sports medicine, and
rehabilitative medicine. In response to feedback
provided by readers of the original text,
references have been provided for each
question, allowing readers the opportunity to
delve more deeply into the topic of focus. The
book includes contributions from an
international group of clinicians and
investigators. Orthopedic surgeons, radiologists,
internists, pathologists, neurologists, and
anesthetists as well as veterinarians engaged in
rehabilitative medicine have provided their
diverse expertise and experience to make this
text a comprehensive review of the expanding
fields relating to small animal orthopedics.
Small Animal Thoracic Surgery - E. Christopher
Orton 2017-08-07
A state-of-the-art reference for all aspects of
thoracic surgery in dogs and cats Written by two
of the foremost experts in this area of surgery,
Small Animal Thoracic Surgery encompasses
both basic and advanced thoracic surgery for
dogs and cats. It provides a host of wellillustrated techniques for thoracic surgery,
including classic open surgery, minimally
invasive surgery, thoracoscopy, and imageguided hybrid surgery. This comprehensive and
detailed book will help improve outcomes of
thoracic cavity operations in small animal
patients. Small Animal Thoracic Surgery
provides the most current and complete
information available on this challenging area of
surgery. The book offers guidance for treating

the many disorders that can affect the canine
and feline thoracic cavity, including pleural
effusions, pneumothorax, hernias, heart disease,
and more. Small Animal Thoracic Surgery:
Presents step-by-step descriptions of thoracic
surgeries ranging from basic to advanced
Features high-quality illustrations that depict
key steps for each procedure Covers emerging
minimally-invasive procedures, including
thoracoscopy Offers up-to-date information for
surgical treatment of ailments of the heart and
lungs Provides video clips of procedures on a
companion website An invaluable reference for
veterinary surgeons, Small Animal Thoracic
Surgery is also an ideal aid for general
practitioners who perform some of the basic
procedures in their clinics.
Soft Tissue Surgery, An Issue of Veterinary
Clinics of North America: Small Animal
Practice - Lisa M. Howe 2015-06-03
Drs. Lisa Howe and Harry Booth, Jr have
assembled an expert panel of authors on the
topics of Soft Tissue Surgery. Articles
include:Current concepts in hepatobiliary
surgery, Current concepts in portosystemic
shunting,Current concepts in oncologic
surgery,Current concepts in skin and
reconstructive surgery,Medical device
facilitation of soft tissue surgery,Considerations
in perioperative drug use in the soft tissue
surgery patient, and more!
Soft Tissue Biomechanical Modeling for
Computer Assisted Surgery - Yohan Payan
2012-04-27
This volume focuses on the biomechanical
modeling of biological tissues in the context of
Computer Assisted Surgery (CAS). More
specifically, deformable soft tissues are
addressed since they are the subject of the most
recent developments in this field. The pioneering
works on this CAS topic date from the 1980's,
with applications in orthopaedics and
biomechanical models of bones. More recently,
however, biomechanical models of soft tissues
have been proposed since most of the human
body is made of soft organs that can be
deformed by the surgical gesture. Such models
are much more complicated to handle since the
tissues can be subject to large deformations
(non-linear geometrical framework) as well as
complex stress/strain relationships (non-linear
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mechanical framework). Part 1 of the volume
presents biomechanical models that have been
developed in a CAS context and used during
surgery. This is particularly new since most of
the soft tissues models already proposed
concern Computer Assisted Planning, with a preoperative use of the models. Then, the volume
addresses the two key issues raised for an intraoperative use of soft tissues models, namely
(Part 2) “how to estimate the in vivo mechanical
behavior of the tissues?” (i.e. what are the
values of the mechanical parameters that can
deliver realistic patient-specific behavior?) and
(Part 3) “how to build a modeling platform that
provides generic real-time (or at least
interactive-time) numerical simulations?”
The Veterinary Dental Patient: A
Multidisciplinary Approach - Jerzy Gawor
2021-07-09
Provides an interdisciplinary approach to the
veterinary dental patient and offers guidance on
all aspects of integrating dentistry into
veterinary general practice The Veterinary
Dental Patient: A Multidisciplinary Approach
helps veterinarians understand the dental
aspects of every canine and feline patient and
shows them how to effectively manage their oral
health. It also provides guidance to the rest of
the veterinary team so they can offer a
coordinated approach when recommending and
performing veterinary dentistry as a regular part
of general practice. Edited by two prominent
veterinary dentists who are Board Certified in
both Europe and the United States, the text
includes the latest information on safe
anesthetic and monitoring protocols, accurate
diagnosis and management, and referring
patients to specialists. Chapters cover:
establishing a dental presence in general
veterinary practice; nutrition, oral health, and
feeding dental patients; local, regional, and
systemic complications of dental diseases; pain
management; ophthalmic considerations;
common situations for malpractice and mistakes;
oral and maxillofacial surgery; extraction
techniques and equipment; drug dosages and
more. The book also offers several helpful
appendixes. The Veterinary Dental Patient: A
Multidisciplinary Approach is an essential book
for all vets in general small animal practice as
well as the wider veterinary team, including

managers, veterinary nurses and technicians,
and administrative staff.
Small Animal Surgery Textbook - Theresa
Welch Fossum 2007-01-03
The 3rd edition of this classic textbook continues
to serve as a one-stop resource for authoritative
information on all aspects of small animal
surgery. Coverage includes basic procedures
such as spays, castrations, and declaws, as well
as more advanced surgeries that might be
referred to specialists such as craniotomy,
ventral slots, and lung lobectomy. Discussions of
general surgical procedures include sterile
technique, surgical instrumentation, suturing,
preoperative care, and antibiotic use. Key
sections provide clinically relevant coverage of
soft tissue surgery, orthopedic surgery, and
neurosurgery. Over 1500 full color illustrations
provide exceptionally clear representations of
anatomy and currently accepted surgical
techniques, including approaches and closure.
Over 600 full color photographs and radiographs
offer clear images of specific disorders, diseases,
and procedures. Information on the most
efficient and cost-saving sterilization techniques
including scrubless and waterless preparation
solutions. General considerations and clinically
relevant pathophysiology sections provide
practical information for case management.
Step-by-step instructions for surgical techniques
are presented in italicized blue type for quick
and easy reference. Special icons identify
advanced procedures that should be referred to
an experienced surgeon or specialist. Colorcoded tables and boxes call attention to specific
data, offering at-a-glance access to key
information such as drug dosages, clinical signs,
and analgesic protocols. Anesthesia Protocols
provide quick and easy access to
recommendations for anesthetizing animals with
particular diseases or disorders. A new chapter
on Fundamentals of Physical Rehabilitation
details the basics of physical rehabilitation for
practitioners who want to integrate physical
therapy into practice. A new chapter on
Principles of Minimally Invasive Surgery that
describes the principles of performing surgery
with the least instrumentation possible,
including instrument selection and care and
basic techniques. A new chapter on Surgery of
the Eye that discusses diseases and disorders of
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the eye, their medical management, and
corrective surgical procedures. Expanded
coverage of perioperative multimodal analgesic
therapy. Updated coverage of arthroscopy,
canine elbow dysplasia, joint replacement, and
management of osteoarthritis. The latest
information on state-of-the-art radiologic
techniques.
Withrow and MacEwen's Small Animal
Clinical Oncology - E-Book - Stephen J.
Withrow 2013-08-07
With a unique focus on the most effective
interventional techniques, Withrow &
MacEwen's Small Animal Clinical Oncology, 5th
Edition tells the full story of cancer in dogs and
cats — what it is, how to diagnose it, and how to
treat many of the most common cancers
encountered in clinical practice. Nearly 500
color photographs, diagrams, x-rays, and gross
views depict the clinical manifestations of
various cancers. This edition covers the latest
advances in clinical oncology, including
chemotherapy, surgical oncology, and diagnostic
techniques. With contributions from 65
veterinary oncology experts, this authoritative
reference is a must-have for current, evidencebased therapeutic strategies on canine and
feline oncology. "I really love this book. If you
are interested in veterinary oncology, have a
flick through this book online or at a conference
when you get the chance. I hope that you agree
with me that this is the definitive oncology
reference source for the early 21st century and
that you feel compelled to buy it. Your patients
will thank you for it." Reviewed by: Gerry Polton
MA VetMB MSc(Clin Onc) DipECVIM-CA(Onc)
MRCVS, UK Date: July 2014 Cutting-edge
information on the complications of cancer, pain
management, and the latest treatment
modalities prepares you to diagnose and treat
pets with cancer rather than refer cases to a
specialist. A consistent format for chapters on
body system tumors includes coverage of
incidence and risk factors, pathology, natural
behavior of tumors, history and clinical signs,
diagnostic techniques and workup, treatment
options, and prognosis for specific malignancies.
A systems approach to the diagnosis and
management of cancer facilitates access to
information about the many malignancies
affecting small animal patients. Nearly 500 color

images provide accurate depictions of specific
diseases and procedures. Helpful drug
formularies provide quick access to information
on indications, toxicities, and recommended
dosages for chemotherapeutic and analgesic
drugs used in cancer treatment. Expert
contributors provide in-depth coverage of the
most current information in his or her respective
specialty in veterinary oncology. Chemotherapy
protocols are included when case studies prove
clinical efficacy. Discussion of compassion and
supportive care for the management of pain,
nutritional needs, and grief includes methods for
handling the pet’s pain and nutritional
complications as well as the pet owner’s grief
when treatment is not successful. Thoroughly
UPDATED chapters cover the most recent
changes in the clinical management of
melanoma, mast cell tumors, tumors of the
skeletal system, tumors of the endocrine system,
tumors of the mammary gland, urinary cancers,
nervous system cancers, lymphoma, and
histiocytic diseases. NEW Clinical Trials and
Developmental Therapeutics chapter discusses
the various phases of clinical trials as well as
current challenges and opportunities in oncology
drug development. NEW! A focus on the best
recommended treatment options highlights
therapeutic strategies that have been vetted by
veterinary oncology experts. NEW co-author Dr.
Rodney L. Page adds his valuable perspective,
expertise, and research experience.
Soft Tissue Surgery, an Issue of Veterinary
Clinics of North America: Small Animal
Practice: Volume 52-2 - Nicole J. Buote
2022-03-28
In this issue of Veterinary Clinics: Small Animal
Practice, guest editor Dr. Nicole J. Buote brings
her considerable expertise to the topic of Soft
Tissue Surgery. Many of the common illnesses
and injuries occurring in cats and dogs are in a
soft tissue organ. In this issue, top experts in the
field provide comprehensive coverage of many of
the key surgeries a practicing veterinarian might
be expected to perform. Contains 13 relevant,
practice-oriented topics including updates in
upper respiratory surgery; updates in
hepatobiliary surgery: new data on PSS and
cholecystectomy; concepts in sterilization;
current concepts in gastrointestinal surgery;
updates in laparoscopy; and more. Provides in-
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depth clinical reviews on small animal soft tissue
surgery, offering actionable insights for clinical
practice. Presents the latest information on this
timely, focused topic under the leadership of
experienced editors in the field. Authors
synthesize and distill the latest research and
practice guidelines to create clinically
significant, topic-based reviews.
A Guide to Canine and Feline Orthopaedic
Surgery - Hamish Denny 2008-04-30
This successful book, first published in 1980 and
now in its fourth edition, provides an
authoritative guide for busy practitioners trying
to keep pace with current trends in small animal
orthopaedic surgery. In this new edition Hamish
Denny and Steven Butterworth have retained the
same practical approach but have completely
rewritten and updated the book to provide a
comprehensive review of orthopaedic and spinal
conditions in the dog and cat. The illustrations
have also undergone a major overhaul and the
many line drawings are now combined with
photographs and radiographs to clarify
diagnostic and surgical techniques. Although the
size of the book has increased, its regional
approach to problems still enables the reader to
use it as a rapid reference guide. It will prove an
invaluable source of information for veterinary
practitioners diagnosing and treating
orthopaedic and spinal problems, while
postgraduate students taking further
qualifications in orthopaedics will find a sound
basis for their studies and further reading
provided here.
Manual of Small Animal Soft Tissue Surgery Karen Tobias 2017-08-14
A practical manual for veterinarians at all stages
of their training and career, Manual of Small
Animal Soft Tissue Surgery, Second Edition
Offers expanded coverage of additional
procedures and updates reflecting the latest
thinking on surgical techniques Provides clear,
concise instructions on how to complete common
soft tissue surgical procedures Pairs step-by step
instructions with hundreds of high-quality color
photographs and drawings Aids small animal
veterinary practitioners and students in learning
and applying the tips and tricks that experienced
surgeons use to make each procedure easier and
faster
Small Animal Soft Tissue Surgery - Kelley

Thieman Mankin 2018-08-23
Presented in a question-and-answer format with
all new cases, this new edition of a bestselling
book provides a broad overview of small animal
soft tissue surgery. Clinical cases appear in
random order to simulate the way they might
appear in an actual veterinary practice. Cases
include photos, a description of presenting
symptoms, and questions the veterinarian must
answer in order to arrive at the correct
diagnosis and to plan proper treatment.
Complete answers are provided for each
question. This practical structure with
integrated questions, illustrations, and detailed
explanations is designed to educate as well as to
provide answers. Veterinary students, general
practitioners, surgical residents, and specialists
with an interest in soft tissue surgery will find
Small Animal Soft Tissue Surgery: SelfAssessment Color Review, Second Edition an
essential resource.
Veterinary Surgery: Small Animal Expert
Consult - E-BOOK - Spencer A. Johnston
2017-06-14
Focus on the "how" and "why" of
medical/surgical conditions — the critical issues
that lead to successful outcomes for your
patients — with Veterinary Surgery: Small
Animal, Second Edition. This two-volume fullcolor resource offers an authoritative,
comprehensive review of disease processes, a
thorough evaluation of basic clinical science
information, and in-depth discussion of advanced
surgeries. With an updated Expert Consult
website you can access anytime and detailed
coverage of surgical procedures, it is the
definitive reference for surgical specialists,
practicing veterinarians, and residents. Expert
Consult website offers access to the entire text
online, plus references linked to original
abstracts on PubMed. Comprehensive coverage
includes surgical biology, surgical methods and
perioperative care, neurosurgery, and
orthopedics in Volume One, and all soft tissue
surgery organized by body system in Volume
Two. Extensive references to published studies
available on Expert Consult show the factual
basis for the material. Strong blend of clinical
and basic science information facilitates a clear
understanding of clinical issues surrounding
operative situations. Highly recognized
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contributing authors create chapters from their
own experience and knowledge base, providing
the most authoritative, current information
available. Coverage of anatomy, physiology, and
pathophysiology in chapters on specific organs
includes information critical to operative
procedures and patient management. In-depth
chapters on anesthesia, surgical oncology,
tumors of the spine, and musculoskeletal
neoplasia provide valuable resources for
practicing surgeons, especially in the area of
cancer treatment. Preoperative considerations
and surgical implications for surgical procedures
help surgeons make decisions about treatment
approaches. NEW and UPDATED! Expert
Consult website with print text plus complete
online access to the book’s contents, so you can
use it anytime — anywhere. EXPANDED!
Coverage of interventional radiology techniques
in Volume Two (soft tissue volume) to provide
cutting-edge information on contemporary
imaging modalities that gain access to different
structures of the patient’s body for diagnostic
and therapeutic reasons. NEW and UPDATED!
Expanded coverage of coaptation devices and
small animal prosthetics clearly explains how
they are used in a variety of clinical situations.
EXPANDED! Principles of minimally invasive
plate treatment added to Volume One
(orthopedic volume) to show how these
advancements maximize healing and protect the
patient while meeting the surgeon’s goals in
using fracture fixation.
Veterinary Surgical Oncology - Simon T. Kudnig
2012-02-24
Veterinary Surgical Oncology provides in-depth
coverage of surgical techniques for treating
cancer in small animal patients. Organized by
body system, each chapter presents detailed,
well-illustrated descriptions of surgical
procedures, with additional information on
diagnostic testing, aftercare, outcomes, and
prognosis. Edited and authored by members of
the Veterinary Society of Surgical Oncologists,
Veterinary Surgical Oncology's comprehensive
coverage of surgical treatments for cancer
provides an invaluable decision-making tool and
is equally useful for veterinary surgeons and
veterinary oncologists. The book begins with
introductory chapters on the principles of
surgical oncology, multimodal therapy, and

interventional radiology, then presents chapters
on surgical techniques in all anatomical
structures, including procedures not well
covered in existing literature. The first book to
focus on the surgical aspects of cancer
treatment, Veterinary Surgical Oncology is an
essential reference for anyone with an interest
in surgical oncology.
Soft Tissue Surgery, An Issue of Veterinary
Clinics of North America: Exotic Animal
Practice, - Kurt K. Sladky 2016-01-19
This issue of Veterinary Clinics of North
America: Exotic Animal Practice focuses on Soft
Tissue Surgery. Articles include: Update on
Surgical Principles and Equipment, Updates on
Principles of Perioperative Care, Updates on
Principles of Wound management, Enucleation
techniques in exotic pets, Reptile Soft Tissue
Surgery, Fish surgical procedures, Rabbit Soft
Tissue Surgery, and more!
Small Animal Surgical Emergencies - Lillian R.
Aronson 2015-12-14
Small Animal Surgical Emergencies is a
practical reference to soft tissue and orthopedic
emergencies commonly encountered in small
animal practice. • Covers common soft tissue
and orthopedic emergencies • Provides step-bystep procedures for stabilizing and operating on
the emergent patient • Promotes problemsolving through algorithms and case studies •
Depicts the concepts described using
radiographs, ultrasounds, contrast studies, and
photographs • Includes access to a companion
website with video clips, case studies, and
images
Atlas of Surgical Approaches to Soft Tissue and
Oncologic Diseases in the Dog and Cat - Marije
Risselada 2020-06-23
This book offers practical guidance to making
approaches for surgery to treat soft tissue and
oncologic conditions in canine and feline
patients. Every approach is outlined with stepby-step descriptions on how to handle the
incision and covers indications and patient
positioning. Detailed, high-quality medical
illustrations are also included for each, and
topics are logically laid out with images on the
left and text on the right. Atlas of Surgical
Approaches to Soft Tissue and Oncologic
Diseases in the Dog and Cat starts with a
chapter on oromaxillofacial approaches, followed
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by chapters covering the cervical area and ear,
forelimb, hindlimb, thorax, and abdomen. The
book finishes with complete coverage of the
approaches to the perineal area and pelvic canal
and digits and tail, making it an excellent guide
for surgeons to plan and execute their approach
to soft tissue and oncologic diseases. Describes
the complete approach to surgical incisions for
soft tissue and oncologic disease, with
alternative positions or approaches where
appropriate Provides a high-quality medical line
drawing depicting each approach Offers
practical guidance for surgeons to direct their
approach during surgery Covers indications,
patient positioning, and step-by-step summaries
of each approach Follows a logical two-page
layout with text on one side and illustrations on
the other Atlas of Surgical Approaches to Soft
Tissue and Oncologic Diseases in the Dog and
Cat is an essential reference for any veterinary
surgeon or clinician treating soft tissue and
oncologic diseases surgically.
Atlas of Surgical Approaches to Soft Tissue
and Oncologic Diseases in the Dog and Cat Marije Risselada 2020-06-23
This book offers practical guidance to making
approaches for surgery to treat soft tissue and
oncologic conditions in canine and feline
patients. Every approach is outlined with stepby-step descriptions on how to handle the
incision and covers indications and patient
positioning. Detailed, high-quality medical
illustrations are also included for each, and
topics are logically laid out with images on the
left and text on the right. Atlas of Surgical
Approaches to Soft Tissue and Oncologic
Diseases in the Dog and Cat starts with a
chapter on oromaxillofacial approaches, followed
by chapters covering the cervical area and ear,
forelimb, hindlimb, thorax, and abdomen. The
book finishes with complete coverage of the
approaches to the perineal area and pelvic canal
and digits and tail, making it an excellent guide
for surgeons to plan and execute their approach
to soft tissue and oncologic diseases. Describes
the complete approach to surgical incisions for
soft tissue and oncologic disease, with
alternative positions or approaches where
appropriate Provides a high-quality medical line
drawing depicting each approach Offers
practical guidance for surgeons to direct their

approach during surgery Covers indications,
patient positioning, and step-by-step summaries
of each approach Follows a logical two-page
layout with text on one side and illustrations on
the other Atlas of Surgical Approaches to Soft
Tissue and Oncologic Diseases in the Dog and
Cat is an essential reference for any veterinary
surgeon or clinician treating soft tissue and
oncologic diseases surgically.
Soft Tissue Surgery, An Issue of Veterinary
Clinics of North America: Small Animal
Practice, E-Book - Nicole J. Buote 2022-02-26
In this issue of Veterinary Clinics: Small Animal
Practice, guest editor Dr. Nicole J. Buote brings
her considerable expertise to the topic of Soft
Tissue Surgery. Many of the common illnesses
and injuries occurring in cats and dogs are in a
soft tissue organ. In this issue, top experts in the
field provide comprehensive coverage of many of
the key surgeries a practicing veterinarian might
be expected to perform. Contains 13 relevant,
practice-oriented topics including updates in
upper respiratory surgery; updates in
hepatobiliary surgery: new data on PSS and
cholecystectomy; concepts in sterilization;
current concepts in gastrointestinal surgery;
updates in laparoscopy; and more. Provides indepth clinical reviews on small animal soft tissue
surgery, offering actionable insights for clinical
practice. Presents the latest information on this
timely, focused topic under the leadership of
experienced editors in the field. Authors
synthesize and distill the latest research and
practice guidelines to create clinically
significant, topic-based reviews.
Small animal surgery e-dition - Theresa Welch
Fossum 2007
The revolutionary Fossum e-dition offers you the
convenience of a book, plus the added
functionality of exclusive access to a regularly
updated companion website - for the life of the
3rd edition. In addition to a fully searchable
version of the book, the e-dition provides weekly
updates, case studies, aftercare instructions,
abstracts of relevant articles, and video clips and
animations of surgical procedures. e-dition users
can also take notes, save searches, and access
an extensive image collection with a lightbox
function that allows the user to save images to
PowerPoint presentations. The 3rd edition of the
book and the e-dition website have been
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completely updated, offering instant access to
authoritative information on all aspects of small
animal surgery. Coverage includes basic
procedures such as spays, castrations, and
declaws, as well as more advanced surgeries
that might be referred to specialists such as
craniotomy, ventral slots, and lung lobectomy.
Discussions of general surgical procedures
include sterile technique, surgical
instrumentation, suturing, preoperative care,
and antibiotic use. Key sections provide
clinically relevant coverage of soft tissue
surgery, orthopedic surgery, and neurosurgery.
Mader's Reptile and Amphibian Medicine
and Surgery- E-Book - Stephen J. Divers
2018-11-30
Known as "the bible" of herpetological medicine
and surgery, Mader’s Reptile and Amphibian
Medicine and Surgery, 3rd Edition edited by
Stephen Divers and Scott Stahl provides a
complete veterinary reference for reptiles and
amphibians, including specific sections on
practice management and development;
taxonomy, anatomy, physiology, behavior, stress
and welfare; captive husbandry and
management including nutrition, heating and
lighting; infectious diseases and laboratory
sciences; clinical techniques and procedures;
sedation, anesthesia and analgesia; diagnostic
imaging; endoscopy; medicine; surgery; therapy;
differential diagnoses by clinical signs; specific
disease/condition summaries; population health
and public health; and legal topics. Wellorganized and concise, this new edition covers
just about everything related to reptiles and
amphibians by utilizing an international array of
contributing authors that were selected based
on their recognized specialization and expertise,
bringing a truly global perspective to this
essential text!
Small Animal Soft Tissue Surgery - Donald A.
Yool 2012
Small Animal Soft Tissue Surgery provides an
introduction to the fundamentals of small animal
soft tissue surgery, covering the core principles
that underpin all surgery, and key areas of
general soft tissue surgery undertaken in
general small animal practice. Emphasis is
placed on current veterinary practice, the
application of basic principles and the
importance of patient assessment and

appropriate decision making. With a practical
focus, the book provides a clear, well-illustrated
description of a readily applicable technique for
each of the potential problems that face new
graduates within non-specialist practices. The
learning outcomes at the start of each section
define the key areas for undergraduates to focus
on and self-assessment MCQs at the end of each
section help re-inforce learning outcomes. The
text also contains information to enable newly
qualified graduates to assess more complex
conditions that are frequently encountered in
small animal practice. For many practitioners
who do not develop a strong interest in more
advanced surgery, this text will provide a solid
surgical text to last throughout their veterinary
career. To enhance accessibility to
undergraduate students, the text emphasizes the
application of a small number of key principles
and limit detailed descriptions to a reduced
number of key procedures.
Small Animal Soft Tissue Surgery - Kelley
Thieman Mankin 2014-10-10
Presented in a question-and-answer format with
all new cases, this new edition of a bestselling
book provides a broad overview of small animal
soft tissue surgery. Clinical cases appear in
random order to simulate the way they might
appear in an actual veterinary practice. Cases
include photos, a description of presenting
symptoms, and questions th
Small Animal Soft Tissue Surgery - Stephen
D. Gilson 1998-01-01
Compiled by an international group of authors
using clinical case presentations, this book
covers all aspects of soft tissue surgery
including perioperative patient management,
and surgical preparation and technique. The
cases are presented to test the reader with
surgical problems and to discuss common
complications and sources of error in clinical
management. All the organ systems are
included: skin/adnexa, body/trunk, head/neck,
cardiopulmonary and thoracic, gastrointestinal
and abdominal, urinary tract, reproductive, and
endocrine systems. The questions, integrated
with superb color illustrations, allow readers to
participate in each case as much as possible,
enabling them to consider fully each problem
before the answer is revealed. This book
provides an excellent, interactive way to learn
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for veterinary students, and is also of use to
practicing veterinarians in their continuing
professional development by keeping them upto-date with current recommendations for
patient care.
Small Animal Orthopaedics - Mark S.
Bloomberg 1998-03-13
SELF-ASSESSMENT COLOUR REVIEWS IN
VETERINARY MEDICINE: Each book covers a
specialist area of veterinary medicine and the
format enables the reader to consider a problem
fully and then devise a solution. Initiated by
Professor Mark Bloomberg and now dedicated to
his memory, this review covers all aspects of
orthopaedics - principles, techniques, imaging,
medicine, surgery and contains cases from 48
contributors worldwide. The cases are presented
in question form, accompanied by illustrations,
and followed on the succeeding page by full
explanatory answers, designed to educate, not
just to test. The cases appear in random order,
just as they would in practice. A detailed index
enables the reader to access topics
systematically. The book appeals to
professionals in practice and in universities, to
students and to those preparing for higher
qualifications in surgery, orthopaedics and
radiology.
Walk a Hound, Lose a Pound - Phil Zeltzman
2011-05-15
A dog is an ideal workout partner: always
supportive, happy to go for a walk and never
judgmental. The human-companion animal bond
is a great way to help you and your dog lose
weight or stay fit. When people and dogs
exercise together, fitness and health happen on
both ends of the leash. As the obesity epidemic
spreads, 70% of Americans and 50% of dogs are
overweight or obese, resulting in staggering
health care costs and suffering. The causes,
consequences, and treatment for overweight and
obesity are strikingly similar in people and dogs.
Walk a Hound, Lose a Pound, written by an
expert veterinary surgeon and a leading nurse
researcher, helps you move from a food-centered
relationship with dogs, to an exercise-centered
relationship. Even better, you don’t have to own
a dog! The book gives several creative
suggestions to exercise or walk a dog even if you
do not or cannot have one. This volume is
designed for dog lovers, dog owners and

families. Based on the latest scientific findings, it
will also help professionals (including
physicians, veterinarians, and physical
therapists) fight obesity and promote fitness in
both people and pets. Dog-walking programs can
easily be implemented in neighborhoods, parks,
workplaces, animal shelters, hospitals,
retirement homes and obesity clinics, and this
book shows you how to establish them. In nearly
every health care profession, practitioners are
teaching human patients and dog owners on a
daily basis about the risks of obesity. Never has
there been a more compelling time for
innovative approaches to increasing physical
activity, reforming sedentary lifestyles, and
enhancing fitness. Walk a Hound, Lose a Pound
provides specific strategies for people and dogs
to exercise together, lose weight together, and
have fun in the process.
Veterinary Endoscopy for the Small Animal
Practitioner - Timothy C. McCarthy 2021-01-14
Veterinary Endoscopy for the Small Animal
Practitioner, Second Edition, gives veterinarians
guidance in incorporating diagnostic endoscopy,
interventional endoscopy, and minimally invasive
soft tissue surgery into their small animal
practices. This highly practical reference
supports practitioners in adding and effectively
using endoscopy techniques in their practices.
With a clinically oriented approach, it focuses on
applications for rigid and flexible endoscopy,
making comprehensive information on these
techniques easily accessible. The book covers
soft tissue endoscopy, including airway
endoscopy, gastrointestinal endoscopy,
diagnostic and operative laparoscopy, diagnostic
and operative thoracoscopy, urogenital
endoscopy, and otoscopy. Thousands of images,
including endoscope images and clinical
photographs, enhance the text. Covers
diagnostic endoscopy, interventional endoscopy,
and minimally invasive soft tissue surgery
Includes thousands of images to illustrate
endoscopy concepts for veterinarians Provides a
clinically oriented reference book for using rigid
and flexible endoscopy in a small animal practice
Supports veterinarians who are seeking to
increase their services and enhance their
revenue streams Any practitioner who is using
or preparing to use endoscopic techniques will
find Veterinary Endoscopy for the Small Animal
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Practitioner an essential practice resource.
Backyard Poultry Medicine and Surgery - Cheryl
B. Greenacre 2014-12-31
Backyard Poultry Medicine and Surgery is a
practical resource offering guidance on
developing diagnostic and treatment plans for
individual companion poultry or small flocks.
Organized by body system to aid in developing a
differential diagnosis list for common presenting
signs, the book provides all the information
clinicians need to effectively treat backyard
poultry. Written by experts from both the
commercial poultry field and the companion
avian field, the book provides thorough coverage
of both common and less common diseases of
backyard chickens, ducks, and other poultry.
The book begins with introductory chapters
covering general information, an overview of US
laws, and basic husbandry concerns, then moves
into specific disease chapters organized by
system. The book takes an individual medicine
perspective throughout, with photographs,
radiographs, and histopathological
photomicrographs to illustrate principles and
diseases. Backyard Poultry Medicine and
Surgery is an invaluable guide to diseases and
treatments for any practitioners treating
backyard poultry.
Equine Surgery - Jörg A. Auer 2006
The most comprehensive text available on
equine surgery, this book prepares the
veterinary surgeon for managing each surgical
condition by understanding its pathophysiology
and evaluating alternative surgical approaches.
Explanations describe how to avoid surgical
infections, select and use instruments, and
perfect fundamental surgical techniques
including incisions, cautery, retractions,
irrigation, surgical suction, wound closure,
dressings, bandages, and casts. Thorough and
complete coverage means this is the only book
practitioners and students need. Worldrenowned contributors include 67 of the most
experienced and expert equine practitioners,
each providing current and accurate
information. This text covers all the information
needed to study for the American and European
College of Veterinary Surgeons Board
Examination, making it an excellent study tool.
Coverage of anesthesiology and pain
management is reintroduced in this edition.

Extensive and up-to-date orthopedic coverage
includes joint disorders and joint trauma.
Integumentary system coverage includes wound
management, reconstructive surgery, and skin
grafting. Other important topics include the
alimentary system, cardiovascular surgery, and
new techniques in vascular surgery. More
minimally invasive surgical techniques A section
on anesthesia has been re-introduced to this
edition
Surgery of Exotic Animals - R. Avery Bennett
2022-02-23
The first book to provide veterinarians with indepth guidance on exotic animal surgical
principles and techniques As the popularity of
exotic animals continues to grow, it is becoming
increasingly important for veterinarians to be
knowledgeable and skilled in common surgical
procedures for a wide range of exotic species.
Written for practitioners and board-certified
surgeons with a working knowledge of domestic
animal surgery, Surgery of Exotic Animals is the
first clinical manual to provide comprehensive
guidance on surgical principles and common
procedures in exotic pets, zoo animals, and
wildlife. Edited by internationally recognized
leaders in exotic animal surgery and zoological
medicine, this much-needed volume covers
invertebrates, fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds,
and both terrestrial and marine mammals.
Contributions from a team of surgery and zoo
specialists offer detailed descriptions of common
surgeries and provide a wealth of color images
demonstrating how each procedure is
performed—including regional anatomy and
surgical approaches. An invaluable one-stop
source of authoritative surgical information on
exotic species, this book: Provides illustrated
guidance on surgical principles and common
surgeries performed in exotic species Describes
general principles, instrumentation, equipment,
suture materials, and magnification surgery
Covers a wide range of procedures such as small
and large mammal dental surgery, avian soft
tissue surgery, reptile orthopedic surgery, and
primate surgery Includes chapters on surgical
oncology, megavertebrate laparoscopy, and
minimally invasive surgery techniques Surgery
of Exotic Animals is an indispensable clinical
guide and reference for all private veterinary
practitioners; exotic, zoo, and wildlife
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veterinarians; laboratory animal veterinarians;
veterinary students; and veterinary technicians.
Manual of Small Animal Soft Tissue Surgery Karen Tobias 2011-11-16
Gain the benefit of 20 years' experience in small
animal soft tissue surgery. In this book, Karen
Tobias explains the tips and tricks that
experienced surgeons use to make a procedure
easier, faster and more successful. She provides
clear, concise, detailed and well-illustrated
instructions on how to complete all the common
procedures performed in small animal practice.
Hundreds of high-quality color photographs and
detailed line drawings are included to provide
step-by-step instructions, giving you confidence
when attempting these techniques. Key
Features: Organized by procedure type and
includes sections on surgery of the skin,
abdomen, digestive system, reproductive tract,
perineal, head and neck, and miscellaneous
procedures Each chapter contains an
introduction, tips for preoperative management,
surgery, and surgical techniques, and
postoperative considerations A practical manual
useful for small animal veterinarians at all
stages of their training and career
Laser Surgery in Veterinary Medicine Christopher J. Winkler 2019-06-18
This book is a state-of-the-art reference to using
surgical lasers to treat animal patients.
Encompassing theory and practice, it
emphasizes procedures, techniques, and
equipment, with specific recommendations for
laser settings. While most of the procedures

emphasize surgeries on dogs and cats, this
practical guide also dedicates chapters to
equine, small mammal, avian, aquatic animal,
and reptile surgeries, making it an excellent
clinical reference for any busy veterinarian. The
book begins with background information on the
theory and science of laser surgery, then details
specific surgical procedures with step-by-step
instructions and accompanying photographs.
The next section provides practical guidance for
incorporating lasers into the veterinary practice,
and the final section offers a look at the future of
lasers in veterinary medicine and surgery. A
companion website features video clips of
surgery procedures. Presents a state-of-the-art
guide to using laser surgery in veterinary
practice, from theory and procedures to
techniques and equipment Focuses on dogs and
cats, including specialties such as ophthalmic
laser surgery, laser neurosurgery, and
photodynamic therapy, with chapters on equine,
small mammal, avian, aquatic animal, and reptile
surgeries Draws on the experience of more than
20 experts in various areas Provides practical
advice for incorporating laser surgery into the
veterinary practice, with the heart of the book
devoted to specific surgical procedures Includes
specific recommendations for laser settings and
techniques for the procedures discussed Offers
video clips demonstrating surgical techniques on
a companion website Laser Surgery in
Veterinary Medicine is an essential resource for
anyone using surgical lasers in veterinary
medicine, including veterinary students,
practitioners, and specialists.
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